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Abstract

In the context of building automation, one of the many
tasks is to localize and identify thousands of sensors
and actuators, such as smoke detectors, switches, light
bulbs, and window blinds. Since performing this task
by hand is too costly and error-prone, this paper pro-
poses a simple, semi-automatic system, called WiiLoc, for
this task. WiiLoc employs two infrared cameras, a three-
dimensional acceleration sensor, and an electronic com-
pass, and yields a localization error of as low as 2 % with
respect to the distance to the object. Since WiiLoc employs
only simple standard components, such as the Wii remote
control, the costs will be below 150 Euro.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the construction of large office spaces
and buildings [6] has undergone major changes. In the
past, companies have tailored their buildings according to
their particular needs. This was suitable for them, since
they have owned the properties, the buildings, and have
expected to use them for many years. This situation has
changed. Due to financial, organizational, global econom-
ical, and other reasons, many companies rent and/or lease
the buildings on a rather short term basis. As a conse-
quence, many office buildings are tailored towards flexi-
bility, which requires building automation.

In light of the changed situation, the common architec-
ture of an office building is based on an open-plan office
space. Herein, each story consists only of a single, large
office space along with a small number of additional struc-
tures, such as staircases and elevators as well as kitchens
and baths. Within the office space, a number of access
points to power- and communication networks are pro-
vided, arranged at the ground floor according to some pat-
terns, and light sources are attached to the ceiling accord-
ing to some similar patterns.

Typically, this type of office architecture provides

means for the seamless setup and repositioning of parti-
tion walls. It is not uncommon for those walls to be moved
several times per year, for example, due to team refor-
mations in temporally limited projects. In particular, if
these walls reach from the ground to the ceiling, they can
form multiple individual sub-offices, e.g., according to the
project teams. Consequently, each of these sub-offices re-
quires for possibilities to toggle the ceiling lighting within
its section, where the switches may be installed on the
walls that contain doors.

A traditional approach would be to hard-wire the con-
nections between switches and light sources. This ap-
proach, however, is not feasible here: each repositioning
would require the full removal of any cabling, as well as a
complete re-wiring. On the other hand, a functional com-
munication network infrastructure with easily reachable
access points is most likely readily present, as has been
described above.

For these reasons, companies are increasingly in-
terested in solutions that realize dynamic mappings of
switches to light sources, or more generally, mappings of
sensors to actuators. A client-server approach would be
straight forward. For this purpose, each device (including
ordinary light switches) is extended in such a way that it
has a unique address and has access to the communica-
tion network. Then, pressing a switch merely causes the
sending of an event message, e.g., to a central coordina-
tion server, which in effect sends command messages to
all associated light sources. Although this approach raises
the cost for each device, it provides the required flexibil-
ity, and considerably lowers the expense of any following
reconstruction.

Such methods, however, bear the new challenge that
the desired device mappings on the server have to be con-
figured somehow. The simplest way is to let a person enter
all required mappings. In other words, this person would
walk trough all sub-offices and record pairs of device ad-
dresses. This approach, however, can easily be very time-
demanding and error-prone. Please keep in mind that the
server may manage an entire office building, and not only



a single story. Therefore, the number of required map-
pings can be very high and any person would make mis-
takes, which may not be detected instantaneously and be
hard to fix later on.

Alternative options arise, if each device, along with its
location and address, is registered in a digital map of the
building. In this case, the mappings can be comfortably
configured on a computer using either some kind of three-
dimensional visualization tool or even via an automatic
analysis software.

The aforementioned task of correctly connecting a de-
vice’s position with its identity is known as binding. Sec-
tion 2 illustrates the general conditions that a system for
the bindings creation in office spaces must cope with. Sec-
tion 2 furthermore identifies the reasons why the common
approaches, a purely manual (error-prone) and a fully au-
tomated system (expensive), may not be appropriate here.
As a compromise to these two extremes, Section 3 pro-
poses a semi-automatic approach that is cost-effective and
still cancels out the human error-proneness as far as possi-
ble. The key idea is to provide a technician with a pointing
device that will, when pointed onto a device, determine
its location and address and register these bindings at the
server. Section 4 describes a prototypic realization of the
proposed method using customary electrical components
with a total cost of less than 100 Euro. The results, as pre-
sented in Section 5, indicate that even with these ordinary
components the described approach achieves localization
accuracies within centimeter bounds on distances of about
5m. Section 6 concludes this paper with a brief discussion.

2 Problem Description

The remainder of this paper is based on a modern open-
plan office space as described in the previous section, i.e.,
it is separated into individual sub-offices by means of par-
tition walls (which may be moved several times per year),
and it provides a communication infrastructure to which
each device is connected to. The task is to determine the
binding of each device, i.e., the device’s location along
with its address.

Apparently, the simplest approach is to walk through
the building, using a folding rule to determine the de-
vices’ positions and simply reading the devices’ addresses
from labels attached to them (assuming, there are such).
Obviously, this method is not only time-demanding, but
also quite error-prone, particularly, due to the high num-
ber of devices, the work’s routine character, and because
it is boring. Furthermore, each time the partition walls are
moved, the same annoying work would reoccur.

An alternative approach is to equip each device with
a fully-fledged localization system, e.g., by using GPS
[7], indoor-GPS [11], or Ubisense [4]. As each device
is connected to the communication network, it can au-
tonomously detect any position changes and send its new
binding to a server. Although this approach is fully au-
tomated, robust and error-free (within the localization ac-

curacy bounds), it requires overly expensive hardware per
device. Further problems that might occur are that the
signal, e.g., GPS, is not available or that the attainable ac-
curacy is not sufficient, e.g., when switches are closely
attached to each other. In other words, these localization
systems are way too expensive, since they do not match
the application’s requirements. This will not come to a
surprise to many readers, since these localization methods
actually provide capabilities for highly dynamic applica-
tions whereas the application at hand is rather static with
rare changes.

Localization is also very present in wireless sensor net-
works [5]. In such a network, all sensors [9, 8, 10] mea-
sure pre-specified environmental conditions and propa-
gate them by means of wireless radio capabilities to the
nearest receiver. Because of the required routing and the
information processing done at later stages, localization
plays a fundamental role, since all sensor nodes have to
know their (approximate) positions. To this end, every
node measures the strength of incoming signals in order
to estimate its approximate position. This localization
approach requires a descent number of transmitters (also
called beacons) with known positions, as well as a very
large number of sensor nodes. For the scenario at hand,
the idea of sensor-networks-based localization would be
to employ a sensor network in every room. Then, the de-
vices could estimate their own positions from the posi-
tions of the closest sensor nodes. This approach, however,
would yield a rather moderate localization accuracy at a
very high price due to the installation costs of the sensor
network. Since refreshing the current location of a device
is a rather rare event, the sensor network approach does
not seem suitable, and is thus not further considered in
this paper.

Nevertheless, using an automated approach to can-
cel out the human error-proneness seems to be the right
choice. To achieve a more cost-effective system, a semi-
automated approach can be chosen. For this purpose, the
localization aspect needs to separated from the devices,
and concentrated into a single external tool. When pointed
to a device, the tool determines the device’s position. Si-
multaneously, it determines the device’s address. To ul-
timately determine the bindings, these two tasks always
need to be performed in a synchronized fashion. Finally,
the device transfers the collected bindings to a server by
means of some communication protocol. With this ap-
proach, a person is merely responsible for the actual point-
ing.

The next section describes a (generic) design of such a
pointing device. The remainder of this paper assumes the
following basic conditions:

• The sub-offices are approximately 5x5m in size.

• The number of devices per sub-office is limited to 64,
i.e., 6-bit addresses are sufficient.

• The binding determination per device can easily be
allowed to take a few seconds (say two seconds; a
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Figure 1. This figure shows how a mark at
point p appears with respect to the two cam-
era sensors. The task is to determine the
two angles α and β from the pixel coordi-
nates at which the mark appears.

person cannot handle a pointing device faster, any-
way).

• The position of the pointing device is known. This
can be, for example, achieved by placing the device
only at known reference points or by connecting a
single high-accuracy indoor-localization to the tool.

3 The WiiLoc System

This section describes a (generic) system design for the
semi-automated binding, i.e., localization and identifica-
tion, of devices via a portable pointing device.

3.1 Localization
A cost-effective way for the indoor device localization

can, for example, be based on the technique of triangu-
lation. In contrast to the trilateration method, it does not
require expensive high-accuracy hardware for measuring
time spans. Instead, it measures angles, which can be re-
alized quite accurate via customary digital cameras (see
Section 4).

Figure 1 reiterates the general principle. The positions
and orientations of two sensor stations m1 and m2 are
known, the position of a (yet unknown) point p needs to
be determined. In a first step, each station determines the
angle confined by the the line from the station to point p
and the line connecting the two stations (in the figure, α
for m1 and β for m2). With all three angles and one dis-
tance known, a triangle is fully specified, and the law of
sines can be used to calculate the remaining side lengths
and out of them the (local) two-dimensional coordinates
of p within the plane formed by m1, m2, and p. Finally,
p’s global three-dimensional coordinates are determined
by a transformation according to the plane’s origin and
orientation within the global coordinate system.

With this method in mind, a portable localization tool
implies the following generic setup (Fig. 2):

Figure 2. Basically, the generic setup con-
sists of two cameras, an orientation sensor,
a bar, and a tripod. The electrical compo-
nents are connected to a processing unit
(microcontroller or PC).

• Two digital cameras are mounted at fixed positions
along a bar, which in turn is mounted at some form
of tripod. For the sake of unified mathematic rules,
the cameras should be of the same type, although this
property is not necessarily required.

• Generally, the orientation of each camera can be cho-
sen individually, as long as both cameras can see the
(yet unknown) point p. However, for the sake of sim-
plified mathematic rules, the cameras should either
exhibit the same orientation or should only be rotated
against each other around their height axes. These
rotations can be used to adjust the size of the area
visible to both cameras.

• Provided that the camera rotation angles mentioned
above have been fixed during an installation phase,
then only a single orientation sensor is required in
order to determine the orientation of both cameras.
Such a sensor can be realized, for example, us-
ing a digital gyroscopic compass, or a digital mag-
netic compass in conjunction with a digital three-
dimensional accelerometer.

• Henceforth, the local coordinate system L starting at
the left camera is defined as shown in Fig. 1. In this
coordinate system, the coordinates of a point p are
given as pL = (xL, yL, yL).

• Henceforth, the coordinates of a point p on a camera
sensor are given as pS = (pu, pv). Herein, pu refers
to the pixel’s side-, and pv to the up component.

In this setup, the position of a point p is determined as
follows:
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• For each camera, determine the pixel coordinate of p,
i.e., the coordinate on the camera sensor onto which
p is projected. For the sake of simplicity, this pa-
per proposes to utilize active lighting marks, such as
infrared diodes, and according light filters, such as
infra-red filters, for this task. In this case, the mark
appears as a contiguous area on the camera’s sensor,
and the remaining sensor area should be dark. The
pixel coordinate can then be determined as the center
point of this area.

• From the u (side) components of the pixel coordi-
nates, determine two angles α and β. The precise
mapping from pixel coordinates to angles depends
on the actually chosen camera type. If this type is not
known, the mapping can be determined numerically,
using a calibration pre-process. For the pinhole cam-
era model, α is determined from the left camera’s pu

as follows:

α =
π

2
− δ − (1)

arctan
(

tan
(αmax

2

) ( 2 pu

ures− 1
− 1
))

Herein, ures refers to the camera’s resolution in the
side direction, and αmax denotes the aperture angle
in that direction. Usually, the aperture angle must
be determined experimentally. Finally, δ denotes the
camera’s rotation around its height axis.

The calculation of β is performed in a similar fash-
ion, using the right camera and flipping the corre-
sponding coordinate around the sensor center.

• From the angles, determine the side- and depth com-
ponents of p in local coordinates L, i.e., xL and yL:

xL =
c cos(α) sin(β)

sin(α+ β)
(2)

yL =
c sin(α) sin(β)

sin(α+ β)
(3)

Herein, c denoted the distance of the two cameras.

• From the v (up; pv) components of the pixel coordi-
nates and the hitherto calculated yL component, cal-
culate the height (up) component of p in local coor-
dinates L, i.e., zL. According to the setup described
above, pv is the same for both cameras:

zL = yL tan
(
θmax

2

) (
1− 2 pv

vres− 1

)
(4)

Herein, vres denotes the camera’s resolution in the
up direction, and θmax the camera’s aperture angle
in that direction. The latter typically needs to be de-
termined experimentally.

• At this point, the local coordinates of p, i.e., pL, are
completely known. Finally, in order to obtain the

global coordinates, transform pL according to (1) the
cameras’ distances to the tripod’s rotation point, (2)
the tripod’s position, and (3) the cameras’ orienta-
tion. The resulting transformation looks as follows
(for detailled information on this topic, the interested
reader is referred to the literature, i.e., [12]):

T1 =


1 0 0 − c

2
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (5)

Ry =


cos (Φ) 0 sin (Φ) 0

0 1 0 0
− sin (Φ) 0 cos (Φ) 0

0 0 0 1

 (6)

Rx =


1 0 0 0
0 cos (Θ) − sin (Θ) 0
0 sin (Θ) cos (Θ) 0
0 0 0 1

 (7)

Rz =


cos (Ψ) − sin (Ψ) 0 0
sin (Ψ) cos (Ψ) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (8)

T2 =


1 0 0 Ux

0 1 0 Uy

0 0 1 Uz

0 0 0 1

 (9)

p = T2RzRxRyT1p
l , (10)

with c denoting the distance between the two cameras, U
denoting the global position of the tripod, and Φ, Θ, and
Ψ denoting global pitch, roll, and yaw, respectively.

3.2 Identification
For the purpose of identification, two independent

choices have to be made: (1) light-based vs. radio-based
signal channel, and (2) active vs. passive marks. Due to
the fact that the last section has already proposed active
light-based marks as the localization facility, it seems to
be natural to reuse them here.

During the localization, it was only required to rec-
ognize the pixel positions of the mark’s projection onto
the cameras. For the purpose of identification, it is fur-
thermore required to derive the device address from this
projection. As opposed to passive optical marks, active
marks are not restricted to chromatic and spatial patterns,
but can additionally utilize temporal patterns, i.e., tempo-
ral sequences of light pulses. Although this serialized pro-
cedure exhibits a lower bandwidth than the parallel chro-
matic and spatial approaches, it is by far more robust. For
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example, neither the exact lighting conditions nor the ge-
ometrical orientation are of much significance.

Apparently, the temporal, i.e., serial pattern transmis-
sion does not allow a momentary address recognition.
Therefore, an appropriate stateful transmission protocol
is required, which must adhere to the following frame-
work conditions: (1) The communication channel is uni-
directional, free-run (without clock), and can take on ex-
actly two different values (active mark vs. inactive mark).
(2) According to Section 2, the identification must be per-
formed per device within two seconds, with each address
being 6 bit wide. Ordinary digital cameras feature a frame
record rate of 60 to 100 Hz. With the chosen timing con-
stant, each common encoding, such as NRZ, RZ, Manch-
ester, or PWM, should be realizable. The actual encoding
may depend on several other factors specific to the chosen
hardware components, as will be shown in the next sec-
tion. Therefore, the encoding is not specified any further
here, but left to a specific implementation.

4 Implementation

For the evaluation of the proposed concept, a prototype
(Fig. 2) has been realized in a straight-forward fashion.
This prototype uses two remote controls of the Wii game
console. These so-called Wiimotes are equipped with an
infrared camera that provides a sufficient record rate of
100 fps, and a sufficient resolution of 1024x768 pixels. In
particular, the Wiimote autonomously calculates the pixel
coordinates of the brightest contiguous pixel area on the
image, which is the projection of the optical mark in this
case. Furthermore, the prototype also contains a digital
three-dimensional accelerometer for the orientation mea-
surement within the earth’s gravitational field. With the
latter device, two orientation angles, i.e., pitch and roll,
can be determined. For the third angle, i.e., yaw, a digi-
tal compass [2] has been utilized. The cameras have been
mounted on a metal bar, in a distance of 0.4 m and paral-
lel to each other, i.e., without any yaw to each other. The
metal bar, in turn, has been attached to a customary photo
tripod. The compass has been mounted on a small wooden
bar, approximately 10cm above the metal bar. This dis-
tance from any metal was necessary in order to retain the
compass’ accuracy.

The optical mark has been realized using an infrared
diode of type SFH484 [3]. This type provides a com-
paratively strong illumination, which is important for its
recognition via the cameras. A microcontroller (Atmel
Atmega8 [1]) has been used to toggle the diode accord-
ing to the chosen bit encoding of the device address. The
entire circuitry is powered by batteries, in order to allow
its seamless relocation1. The actually chosen bit encoding
was significantly directed by a specific property of the Wi-
imote to be sensitive to small brightness pulses and insen-
sitive to small brightness drops. For this reason, a pulse

1All schematics and software can be retrieved from the authors via
email.

width modulation has been chosen for the logical states 0
and 1 (Fig. 3; similar to the one-wire bus bit encoding):
an inactive diode stands for an inactive communication
channel, a logical 0 is encoded as a light pulse of 82 ms
length, a logical 1 as a light pulse of 197 ms length. In
between two bits, an inactive period of 65 ms and 180 ms
for a logical 1 and a logical 0, respectively, was inserted.
Furthermore, for the sake of synchronization, pulses of
length 16 ms have been used as start and stop symbols.
With the 100 fps of the Wiimotes, the bits could be over-
sampled 2-5 times and therefore reliably be recognized.
Moreover, the chosen time constants guaranteed the trans-
mission of a 6-bit address within 1.8 seconds, as required
by the “specification” given at the end of Section 2. The
complete prototype, as described in this section, uses cus-
tomary components with a total cost of less than 150 Euro
for the pointing device, and less than 3 Euro per optical
mark.

The measured data, i.e., the pixel coordinates from the
Wiimotes, and the compass angle is transmitted via Blue-
tooth as well as via RS232, respectively, to a standard PC
or Laptop. On this computer, a mark position is calcu-
lated from each data set according to the equations given
in Section 3. Simultaneously, the reception times of the
data sets drive a state automaton that works according to
the aforementioned protocol. This automaton determines
the mark’s identity. Currently, the case of a moving mark
is ignored.

5 Results

The prototype described in Section 4 was used in a se-
ries of practical experiments. First of all, a calibration
phase has evaluated the linearity of the camera sensors
and the Wii’s preprocessing system. To this end, an ob-
ject was moved between ±30◦ at a distance of 1 m. The
cameras exhibit a linearity error of 0.9 pixels at a variance
of 1.4 pixels.

For the three-dimensional acceleration sensor, the cali-
bration phase has determined an average error of ±1◦ per
axis. The chosen magnetic compass provides its data with
a resolution of ±0.1◦ at an average error of ±4◦ in the
university’s indoor laboratories.

The subsequent experiments have placed certain
marks, i.e., the objects that have to be localized, at a dis-
tance of 1 m and 3 m from the cameras. For both dis-
tances, the marks were moved horizontally and vertically
±15 cm and ±65 cm, respectively. In all these measure-
ments, the prototype localized the mark with an average
error of about 2 %.

Beyond 3 m, the system was not accurately working.
This was due to the insufficient brightness of the em-
ployed light source. Consequently, further experiments
have used a high-energy LED array consisting of five in-
frared diodes. With this mark, the system was able to
operate at a camera-to-mark distance of up to 5 m. The
achieved error was still at about 2 % on average.
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Figure 3. This figure shows how a mark codes its own address, which has to be detected and
identified by the camera sensor.

6 Conclusions

The problem at hand is the localization of many sensors
and actors, such as switches, bulbs, and window blinds, in
large office spaces in the context of building automation.
For this application, this paper has discussed a simple lo-
calization appliance, which consists of two Wii remote
controls, a three-dimensional acceleration sensor (inte-
grated in the Wii remote control), and a magnetic com-
pass. Since this appliance can resort to standard compo-
nents, the costs of the prototype are below 150 Euro. In
some practical experiments, this prototype has achieved
an accuracy of approximately 2 % at a range of up to
5 meter.

First of all, future research will be devoted to the de-
velopment of a new version, which will be working with
only one remote control. Since one camera sensor does
not allow for stereo vision, this version requires different
algorithms and a modified localization procedure.

In addition to the second prototype, future research
will be working on the development of a system that does
employ only “native” components, (no closed proprietary
system such as the Wii), such as infrared camera sensors
and three-dimensional acceleration sensors. The expec-
tation is that these efforts will be leading to a very cost-
effective system with improved technical characteristics.
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